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MINISTER’S LETTER
Dear Friends,
Do you ever wake up in the morning with a song in your head that
you then can’t get rid of for the rest of the day? I do too, and when
that happens, I like to ponder on why that song in that moment.
Perhaps our mood or events going on in our lives influence our
‘earworm’ songs, but mine mostly seem to be a bizarre random
selection of odd tunes selected by a dodgy radio station that you
would never willingly stay tuned into! Less frequently, but more
significantly, I wake up with a bible passage on my mind, one that
then stays with me for weeks and then seems to crop up in
conversations or whatever books I am reading. I have learnt over
the years to pay attention whenever this happens, because unlike
the earworm tunes that have no purpose, the Lord is usually
speaking to me through these ‘earworm’ bible verses. This is the
passage that the Lord has been whispering in my ear since the
start of 2022;
‘Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of
witnesses, let us throw off everything that hinders and the sin that
so easily entangles. And let us run with perseverance the race
marked out for us’ Hebrews 12:1
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Each generation that has gone before us has welcomed new life,
enjoyed abundance, experienced joy and yet has also known grief,
endured hardship and at times felt immense sorrow. Being human
invariably means that we will all experience these things (and
more) in our lifetime. We enjoy the good times but when more
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challenging seasons roll in, we can become despondent and
perhaps fail to see the possibilities in a new dawn. Yet, this
passage invites us to remember that great cloud of witnesses ordinary people throughout history that the Lord has worked in and
through to do extraordinary things – and not only to dare to dream
of a brighter future, filled with possibility and hope, but to be
people that the Lord will use today to make those dreams and
visions a reality here and now. We just need to shake off all that
holds us back from seeing and believing and then step forward at
pace into the future that the Lord has prepared for us.
I am certainly not
naïve about the
challenges that we
face this year, both as
individuals and as
church, and yet these
words from the letter
to the Hebrews is
surely just the
encouragement that
we need in such a time as this. So, whatever is going on in your
life right now, hear the Lord whispering these words to you and
with faith, prayer and a good sense of humour let’s run together
with perseverance the race marked out for us as God’s family here
in Leeds North & East, and look forward to how the Lord will bless
us - and others through us - in the months and years to come.
Every blessing, Tanya
PRAYER FOR CHANGE
This prayer also appears in the magazines of our sister churches,
St Andrew’s and St Edmund’s
Creator God,We live in a time of tension with the threat of unrest
and war. Help us to remember that Jesus came as the Prince of
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Peace and that in his life he showed us the way to live with respect
for one another.
Help us to understand that the way of conflict is not the way of
God’s Kingdom. As we face the challenges of the pandemic, the
changing climate, the task of feeding and caring for all, help us to
work with one another and not against each other. Help our leaders
to put to one side narrow self-interest and to work together for a
sustainable future.
Help us to respect the diversity of your creation and the delicate
balance on which the survival of our planet as we know and have
enjoyed it depends.
And help us to work for a world in which truth and honesty become
the order of the day. A world in which those in our communities can
live in the knowledge that each is important and respected and
where the resources that we have are shared openly and fairly.
Amen

Lent Bible Studies, Holy Week and Easter Worship 2022
Lent Bible Study

Roundhay Churches Together Lent Group - ‘Meeting God in
Ordinary places’ - A Lent course
Tuesday evenings, St Edmunds Sanctuary, Roundhay – 7.30pm
March 8th, 15th, 22nd, & 29th April 5th
ALL ARE WELCOME
Lent communion & Breakfast LPMC 8am
A short reflective Communion service followed by breakfast.
March 6th, 13th, 20th, 27th, April 3rd, 10th
All are welcome
Maundy Thursday Holy Communion
St Andrews URC, 14th April 7.30pm
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Good Friday
Walk of Witness – Roundhay
One act of outside worship in three places. Through prayer,
readings and reflections, we are drawn into the agony and
meaning and wonder of Jesus’ journey into death.
Starting at St Andrews URC at 10am, on to St Edmunds Parish
Church, ending at Lidgett Park Methodist Church, followed by
refreshments.
Walk of Witness – Shadwell Moor Allerton – Alwoodley
Starting at St Paul’s Shadwell: - 11.30am
Shadwell Methodist: - 12 noon
St John’s, Moortown: (refreshments from 1pm) Worship at 1.30pm
St Stephen’s: - 2.15pm
Alwoodley Park Methodist: - 3.00pm
St Barnabas: - 3.30pm
Service of Reflection over zoom 7pm
Easter Day
Sunrise Service – Roundhay Park 6.00am – all are welcome!
Easter Day Worship with Holy Communion - Shadwell – 9.30am
Easter Day Worship with Holy Communion – Lidgett Park – 11.am
WORSHIP IN MARCH
Lidgett Park (also on zoom):
6 March
8.00 Revd Tanya Short
10.30 Michael Prince
13 March
8.00 Revd Tanya Short
10.30 Revd Tanya Short
20 March
8.00 Revd Tanya Short
10.30 Revd George Bailey
27 March
8.00 Revd Tanya Short
10.30 Revd Tanya Short
18.30 St Andrew’s
Shadwell:
6 March
9.30 Revd Tanya Short
13 March
9.30 Dr Paul Coleman

Holy Communion
Holy Communion
Holy Communion
Holy Communion
Holy Communion
Baptism
Ecumenical Service
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20 March
27 March

9.30
9.30

Revd Tanya Short
Mrs Hazel Featherstone

Holy Communion

Circuit Service 6th March 4.00 pm at Roscoe & YouTube
(admission of Fidelis Chinyama as a Local Preacher)
Circuit Service 27th March 4.00 pm at Gipton Church & YouTube
WORLD DAY OF PRAYER
This year’s World Day of Prayer service will take place at St.
Andrews church at 6:30pm on Friday March 4th. The service has
been prepared by women of England, Wales and Northern Ireland.
As one of the people still avoiding indoor gatherings I won’t be
there in person but am still involved in organising the service and
several of our members will be taking part. Hope many of us can
attend, virtually or in person. Pat Nolan
MEDITATIONS IN CAPTIVITY – a six-week bible study

These mediations explore the story of Joseph.
Each session concentrates on a different aspect of the story –
favouritism and jealously: placed by God to witness: doing the right
thing: listening to God: trusting God and God works in mysterious
ways.
On Zoom –Monday mornings at 11.00am.
January 31st, February 7th, 14th, 21st, March
7th, 14th
Zoom Codes to follow.
For more details contact Rev Tanya Short 0113 2666791or
tanya.short65@gmail.com
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DATA PROTECTION MARCH 2022
It is over three years since we first asked permission from church
members in relation to the data we hold. It is important that we all
take responsibility for protecting the information of others,
especially not sharing or displaying contact details in public areas
without permission.
We have to complete an annual “data cleansing” check. All church
members can help by checking that unnecessary information is
not kept on computers or on paper, for example, group emails, out
of date rotas, old minutes of meetings. These should be deleted
from laptops and paper copies shredded. Group secretaries or
leaders should look at the information held on members and check
it is up to date and delete those who are no longer in the group.
A new Church Directory is due in the next few months and you will
be asked if you wish to be included. Keep a lookout for this. We
will try to make the process as simple as possible. The directories
should be kept in a safe place.
Thank you for your help. It important that we protect the security of
all involved in church activities.
Tanya and Ruth.
LIDGETT PARK TODDLER GROUP
Lidgett Park Toddler group is a small, very friendly group that meet
every Thursday between 10.00 and 11.30 pm during term time,
providing play, activities and friendship. We meet in the Youth hall and
meet Covid restrictions. The cost is £3 per family group of no more than
two children per family. We cater for mums, dads, carers and
grandparents who may be providing child care.
We provide unlimited amounts of tea, coffee, juice, biscuits and chat.
Contact Jan Sanders for further information,
janetsanders2014@outlook.com
PLEASE FEEL FREE TO JOIN US.
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MEETING POINT CAFE AT HAREHILLS
Meeting Point are once again able to accept donations of
groceries, toiletries etc. A green box is in the Church Entrance
foyer and contains a list of their preferred items. When it is full we
will take it over to Meeting Point.
Recently Deacon Liesl put out a plea for various things including
toiletries and household goods. There was a great response from
Lidgett Park. When I took them over to Meeting Point, Pauline
was thrilled and asked me to pass on their thanks.
Sue Wittrick
THE EMPTY CHAIR
A woman's daughter had asked the local minister to come and
pray with her mother. When the minister arrived, he found the
woman lying in bed with her head propped up on two pillows.
An empty chair sat beside her bed. The minister assumed that the
woman had been informed of his visit.
'I see you were expecting me, he said.
'No, who are you?' said the mother.
The minister told her his name and then remarked, 'I saw the
empty chair and I assumed you knew I was coming.'
'Oh, the chair,' said the bedridden woman 'Would you mind closing
the door?' Puzzled, the minister shut the door.
'I have never told anyone this, not even my daughter,' said the
woman, 'But all of my life I have never known how to pray. At
church I used to hear the minister talk about prayer, but it went
right over my head. I abandoned any attempt at prayer,' the old
woman continued, 'until one day four years ago, my best friend
said to me that prayer is just a simple matter of having a
conversation with Jesus. She suggested that I sit down in a chair,
place an empty chair in front of me, imagine that I see Jesus on
the chair, and then just speak to him in the same way you're
speaking to me right now. So, I tried it and I've liked it so much that
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I do it a couple of hours every day. I'm careful though. If my
daughter saw me talking to an empty chair, she'd either have a
nervous breakdown or send me off to the funny farm.'
The minister was deeply moved by the story and encouraged the
old woman to continue on the journey. Then he prayed with her,
blessed her, and returned to the church. Two nights later the
daughter called to tell the minister that her mama had died that
afternoon.
Did she die in peace?' he asked.
‘Yes, when I left the house about two o'clock, she called me over to
her bedside, told me she loved me and kissed me on the cheek.
When I got back from the shop an hour later, I found her.
But there was something strange about her death. Apparently, just
before she died, she leaned over and rested her head on the chair
beside the bed. What do you make of that?' The minister wiped a
tear from his eye and said, 'I wish we could all go like that.'
Prayer is one of the best free gifts we receive.
With thanks to Rae Mouncey
THE OLDEST COMPLETE NEW TESTAMENT
Lent, beginning this year on 2 March, has traditionally been a time
for exploring and learning about our faith. In early times the
instruction was designed for those being prepared for adult
baptism, which took place at Easter. But existing members of the
Christian community soon began to join in, refreshing and perhaps
extending their own understanding. The practice of Lent courses
continues today, and this has led me at times to use the article
falling in Lent to explore the background to some of the
fundamental elements of Christianity, such as the various Creeds,
or even where the name of ‘Christian’ comes from. This year I’ve
decided to look at the mid-fourth century manuscript which gives
us our oldest complete New Testament, the Codex Sinaiticus.
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We don’t know under what circumstances it was written, or
where. But it is certainly a handsome bible, in Greek throughout
and arranged in four columns per page; and it is in book form, not
written as a roll. Incidentally, it was the production of biblical
manuscripts which led to the codex replacing the roll — although
rolls are still used in synagogues. The Codex Sinaiticus was
discovered in St Catherine’s Monastery, Sinai, where it was
recognised as an important early text by the great biblical scholar
Constantine Tischendorf. He acquired it by degrees, in 1844,
1853 and 1859. The circumstances of the acquisition are
contentious, but by 1859 his searches were under the patronage
of Tsar Alexander II, and so the Codex ended up in the Imperial
Library at St Petersburg. However, in1933 the Soviet
Government sold it to the British Museum, and it is now one of
the great treasures of the British Library. Twelve leaves and 143
fragments remain in St Catherine’s Monastery, there are 43
leaves in Leipzig University Library, and there are three
fragments in St Petersburg Library. Since 2008 the four libraries
have been collaborating on a digital edition of the whole, and
there is a public website which you can explore.
The Codex Sinaiticus greatly influenced the Revised Version of
the English Bible published in 1881 since it was recognised that,
being as early as the mid-fourth century and created as a careful
text of the whole bible, it was in various ways better than the
source-texts available to the translators of the King James Bible.
However, its value was greatest for the New Testament since its
Greek Old Testament (the Septuagint) was already a translation
from the original Hebrew, even though one that was regarded as
authoritative. Nonetheless, despite being the earliest known
complete New Testament, it post-dates Jesus’ life by over 300
years. What might have happened in the transmission of the text
in that time? There are several details in the Codex’s version of
the gospels, at the level of phrase, sentence and sometimes
even longer passages, that are different from what we are
familiar with. Are they closer to an original text, or are they
additions and modifications that have crept in over time?
Sometimes we can work out the answer, but not always. And so
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the Codex reminds us that even the gospels have a complex and
changing history. If you want to see what the differences are, a
convenient place to look is the Wikipedia entry for the Codex
Sinaiticus. The manuscript also reminds us that the bible’s content
was still not fixed by the mid-fourth century: some books are in a
different order, and its New Testament includes two works we no
longer accept.
Joyce Hill

Dydd Gŵyl Dewi
We’ll be having pancakes on St David’s
Day this year, as March 1st is also Shrove
Tuesday. David, or Dewi as he is called in
Welsh, is the only one of the national
patron saints in the UK to have been born
in the country of his patronage. Patrick was
born in Wales; Andrew was a Galilean Jew;
George, if he existed at all, was Greek or
Turkish. But David was a Welsh-speaking
Welshman, the grandson of a king of
Ceredigion and son of the saintly Non.
(The stained glass is a 1930s addition to St
Non’s Chapel at St David’s.) Although the
years of his birth and death are not known
with certainty, Dewi lived from about 500 to
589 CE and died on March 1st. The main source for his life story is
an 11th century book about him which supposedly drew on
cathedral archives.
Early tradition says he was born at Henfynyw, near Aberaeron. His
priestly ministry began there, but extended not only over the whole
of South Wales but even into Cornwall and Brittany. Around 50
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churches and monastic settlements were founded by him, even
perhaps Glastonbury Abbey. His principal base in later years was
the place in Pembrokeshire we now called St David’s or Tyddewi,
where he was bishop and the head of a monastic order whose
monks lived a most severely ascetic life. They ate only bread
flavoured with salt and herbs, drank only water, and pulled the
ploughs by their own strength, not using animals.
Dewi was a powerful and persuasive preacher who could always
gather a crowd when he preached outdoors in the villages. His
most notable miracle is supposed to have taken place at what is
now called Llanddewi Brefi, where the crowd was so large that
people at the back complained they couldn’t see and hear him. He
put his handkerchief on the ground and stood on it, whereupon
the ground rose to form a new hill, and a white dove appeared on
his shoulder. The current church (12th cent) stands on that hill. The
historian John Davies notes that one can scarcely "conceive of
any miracle more superfluous" in that part of Wales than the
creation of a new hill!
On the Sunday before Dewi died, he said in his sermon: "Lords,
brothers and sisters, be joyful, and keep your faith and your creed,
and do the little things that you have seen me do and heard about.
And as for me, I will walk the path that our fathers have trod
before us." The phrase “do the little things” has ever been
remembered in Wales as a motto encouraging a dutiful and
modest attitude to life’s responsibilities. He was buried in the
cathedral that now bears his name, which became in the Middle
Ages a shrine of great importance. Three pilgrimages there were
considered to be equivalent to a pilgrimage to Rome. At the
Reformation his relics were removed and destroyed, but his shrine
was rebuilt in the 20th century and his popularity in Wales has
enjoyed a renaissance.
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Gwynedd County Council has recently voted to make St David’s
Day a Bank Holiday for council employees, in defiance of the UK
Government, which has refused on economic grounds the Welsh
Senedd’s request for power to make the patron saint’s day a Bank
Holiday as it is in Scotland and Northern
Ireland. It’s an interesting change in
attitudes, because when we moved to
Bangor in 1980 I was shocked to find St
David’s Day so little observed in complete
contrast to its importance in Swansea when
I was a child. Then the primary school girls
were all dressed in Welsh costume—at least
the black and white striped or checked
flannel skirt, the apron, the red checked or
paisley shawl and the tall black hat. (The
photo shows my sister.) The morning was
given over to an eisteddfod—a whole-school
assembly with competitions for recitation,
singing or instrument playing, solos, duets
and groups, with adjudications and prizes. It was the culmination of
weeks of creative work and rehearsal in classrooms, and
showcased all manner of works of art, craft and writing. Everyone
wore a daffodil or leek. In secondary school we went early to visit
the market and buy the biggest leek we could find, which we nibbled
through the eisteddfod and afterwards deployed as weapons in a
sword fight until they were reduced to mush. Then the afternoon
was a holiday.
One of my earliest memories of the infants’ school was dressing up
as a soldier in a battle between the Welsh and the Saxons. My
mother sewed me a tunic and a helmet shaped somewhere
between a paper crown and a beanie. My teenage brother, already
adept at woodwork, carved for me the most wonderful wooden
sword and curved shield, painted in silver and gold. I presume it was
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for a Saint David’s Day. Fighting the Saxons is what Gwynedd is
still doing.
I’ll wear my daffodil with pride this Shrove Tuesday. I might even
make a batch of Welsh cakes. Iechyd da!
John Summerwill
THE DECLINE OF CHRISTIANITY
The 2011 Census showed that over the whole of the U.K. 63.1 per
cent of the respondents declared themselves to have Christian
belief. Predictably, leading the way was Northern Ireland with 69
per cent. The figure for England and Wales was 59.3 per cent,
and, to my surprise, that for Scotland was merely 53.8 per cent, a
decline in that country’s case from 65.1 per cent in 2001. We still
await the findings of the 2021 Census, but according to the Office
for National Statistics in 2019 only 51 per cent of the population of
England and Wales said that they had Christian belief. Merely 47.4
per cent of men had this allegiance compared with 54.9 per cent of
women. Of the various religions in the U.K., Christianity, of course,
still has more numbers to its name than any other. So, when a
journalist called Matthew Parris published an article in The Times
for 20 November 2021 with the headline ‘Anglicanism was never
really about God,’ it was not surprising that it proved controversial.
Parris had actually done some work in preparing his article, which
is more than can be said for his efforts at political commentary, and
it was interesting, at least to me, that he had religious convictions,
though they were curious ones bound to offend many who read
about them. ‘I love both the story of Jesus, who I’m convinced was
a real and wonderful man, albeit under a serious misapprehension
about parentage,’ Parris wrote, from which statement it followed
that he also declared that ‘I don’t believe in God, but I love the
Church [of England], pay my subs, sing hymns and delight in the
Testaments Old and New. I say my prayers every night, not
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because anyone is listening, but because I always have.
Cathedrals fill me with wonder, graveyards with reverence.’
It seems likely, as Parris points out, that 2022 ‘will mark the
seventieth year of continuous decline in church attendance. Less
than 2 per cent of us regularly attend worship. The decline stems
from the lack of young churchgoers [to replace us when we die]
and the average age of a worshipper is 61.’ I have to admit that I
was surprised that this average age was not much higher than this.
Though extreme forms of Christianity still have small but devoted
followings, Parris recorded that the current Archbishop of York has
conceded that the Church of England itself may be dying, and that
the present Archbishop of Canterbury has recognized that his
various initiatives to raise the level of interest have failed. Parris
then wondered why there were such high levels of church
attendance in the past. Were the committed Christians always a
minority? If so, why did the others turn up? Without necessarily
signing up with what passed for Parris’s beliefs, perhaps one could
suggest that for much of the Victorian era people died at what we
would now see as a very young age. What would be lost by
signing up with a religion which offered you after life assurance?
Moreover, going to church gave you something to do. In a previous
article in this magazine, I mentioned that one Sunday when I set off
for church not far short of half a century ago a very likeable and
much older neighbour remarked on how well dressed I was, and
when I said that this was because I was going to the Methodist
Church he recalled how much he had enjoyed going to church in
the past. What you got was entertainment. In a sense he was right.
Many of the hymns are quite marvellous. Why not enjoy a sing
song? Nowadays, of course, there are many forms of
entertainment. Television has become ubiquitous. In former times,
professional football was not allowed to be played on a Sunday.
Now it is televised all the time, and audiences for Premier League
games are vast. Then again, all sorts of other facilities are open on
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a Sunday that weren’t before, and the pattern of work is not the
same anyway as it would have been seventy years ago, and
neither is the family structure. The current divorce rate is 42 per
cent. There wasn’t a divorce rate in this country before the
Divorce Act of 1969. Of course, one has to remember that many
couples these days do not marry anyway. Christianity itself
provides all sorts of problems of its own, or so I have found, and I
don’t just mean the intellectual challenges I faced in having to
interpret the writings of, say, St Augustine when an
undergraduate. Unlike Parris, I don’t find belief in Christianity
difficult, but translating it into practice certainly is. Observing, say,
the Ten Commandments hardly amounts to taking the easy option,
and there is the point that without learning or being taught rules of
this kind where would your values come from?
GEOFFREY FRY
A SHIRT TALE FOR COVID 19
Thankfully lockdown and Covid restrictions have been lifted and
social gatherings were becoming more acceptable. It was a
pleasant surprise therefore when an invitation to attend a fundraising event for a well-known local charity was received. Happy to
support the event but the note “Formal Dress Required” caused a
little concern. I knew that I had formal evening wear languishing in
a back wardrobe but it had last seen the light of day some years
ago. Years, or was it my diet, in which my body shape had altered.
Gingerly I took the suit out of its cover, shirt from an adjacent
hanger and had a try on. After a while I convinced myself that if I
wasn’t too active (didn’t intend to dance anyway) the suit could
stand a couple of hours in public. However, the elderly dress shirt
didn’t pass muster. Its frills and double cuffs were a little worse for
wear and the collar had become uncomfortably tight. A new dress
shirt was a must. A costly new dress shirt having, if lucky, an
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annual outing was uneconomical and so a trudge around the local
charity shops ensued. A widening of the search area proved equally
unsuccessful. Fortunately, I remembered that there was a local
shop selling ‘Preloved Items’. Although higher cost items (the seller
receiving a percentage of the purchase price) it was worth a visit.
The shop had a good array of stock but on first perusal the shirt rail
proved unproductive. I was about to leave when an assistant caught
my arm and thrust a very white, monogrammed, double cuffed,
slightly frilled silk dress shirt with the correct collar size in front of
me.
“This only came in a couple of days ago. It has been washed and
ironed and we were keeping it back for one of our window displays.
Would this be any good for you sir?” The ‘sir’ sold it to me and I
returned home pleased with my purchase.
The Charity Event was still a couple of weeks away so the shirt was
hung up on my best shiny wooden hanger in the wardrobe at the
foot of the bed. The hanger must have been too shiny as on a
couple of occasions the shirt had slipped off and had to be rehung.
Waking up one morning and the shirt again on the floor ended its
stay in my bedroom. It was relegated to another wardrobe, another
room and a metal non-slip hanger.
I had been called for my booster jab the day before the charity
event. Although the weather had turned much colder I attended the
clinic with a short sleeved shirt and pullover so as not to have the
bother of sweater removal and rolling up sleeve of shirt.
The Gala Evening proved a success for the charity but I felt
uncomfortable throughout the evening with aches and a tickling
sensation down my left arm and slight lightheadedness. I found it
strange that I had had no reaction to either of the two original
vaccinations nor the ‘flu jab. The suit was put away and the rest of
the clothes put to wash. A couple of days later it was ‘ironing hour’
and I left the dress shirt to last as I knew it would not be required for
some time.
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Collar, back, right arm and then why was the left arm proving
difficult? Eventually the shirt was finished and hung on its metal
hanger. However, as it hung with the left arm towards me there
appeared a very slight discolouration near the shoulder and, on
closer inspection, two small holes.
With television and papers full of pictures of bare arms, needles
and masks connected with the vaccine I wondered it there was a
connection between the programme and the shirt.
Random thoughts came to the fore. Were the holes caused by a
needle? If so can or should injections be administered through
material? If they were the result of the vaccination programme
why visit a clinic/GP both times in the same dress shirt? Or a
booster and a ‘flu jab together?
Were the holes caused by a safety pin or staple device attaching
a notice to the shirt? Did discolouration come from the notice or
reaction to something in my brand of washing powder (brand not
named – it could happen with other products!)
Curiosity and time on my hands led me back to ‘Preloved Items’
and the helpful assistant. Extolling the quality and style of the
unlabelled shirt I hoped she would give ‘Sir’ the name and
address of the seller so that I could perhaps avail myself of the
name of his shirt maker. Flattery and a reasonable donation to
the counter’s charity box elicited the information asked for as they
had been in to collect their 25%. The monogram matched the
name supplied. Half an hour later I was stood outside a large
detached house on a leafy street just off Alwoodley Lane. The
double gates between the imposing stone piers, one bearing a
doctor’s plate were closed and locked and the Estate Agent’s
board had a ‘SOLD’ sign across it. As I was about to get back
into the car the sound close by of an electric motor starting up
attracted my attention. Going back to the gated house I could
see a man in a neighbouring garden pruning bushes. As the man
got nearer, I waited until he took a breather and the motor
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stopped. I then enquired about the sale of the adjoining property.
“Went very quickly after the old gentleman died. Covid apparently
caught up with his heart problems. Everything very hastily done if
you ask me. Son and daughter-in-law flew out to Barbados almost
immediately after the cremation. No respect these youngsters.”
I drove home wondering if the shirt had a story to tell any new
owner. A story of hidden greed or compassion perhaps or simply
a case of vaccines too late.
Will I wear that dress shirt again – debateable. Will I have another
booster jab if offered – yes, but with the same short sleeved shirt.
Colin Watson
REMEMBERING VIVIENNE NAYLOR, 1923 - 2021
We were saddened to hear of the death of Vivienne Naylor in
December. Viv left Roundhay a few years ago to live with her
relatives. We have fond memories of her fun-loving character and
generosity and a number of you will remember driving her to
church. Only a few of her Lidgett friends and neighbours were able
to attend her funeral service held at Cottingley Crematorium on
14th January. I was pleased to be approached by her family to
speak about the 18 years I had known Viv and some of the happy
occasions we had shared.
Viv was baptised Violet which did not suit her at all (she was
certainly no shrinking violet!). She was known as Viv or Vi, a
friendly soul who enjoyed life.
Viv lived along the road from me, so I often picked her up to take
her to the Ladies Group and other occasions at church. She
particularly looked forward to the church lunches and the
opportunity to spend time with her church friends. We often went
down to the park and she loved to sit in the Alhambra Garden
where she could watch the fountains, smell the flowers and greet
other visitors walking by. If I walked past her house when she was
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around she would say “are you coming in for a cuppa?” and we
usually ended up having a good chat and a few laughs – good
Yorkshire humour! There was plenty for us to talk about as we
had both lived in Hull before moving to Leeds.
It was well known that Viv loved shopping! I used to dread
walking past fashion shops as she would look in the windows
and say “oooh that would look lovely on you!” More often than
not this would result in me emerging from said shop with a
bulging bag – and often she’d have one as well!
One of the community groups Viv attended used to organise an
annual trip to Boundary Mill usually just before Christmas. At the
end of the visit we would be sitting in the bus waiting for her to
come back with her trolley loaded with everything you could think
of. On one occasion she had a model of a giraffe which had to be
carefully stored away in the minibus and which ended up at the
foot of the stairs in her house.
Viv and her daughter Celia invited me to go with them on a
coach trip to Norfolk to visit the Christmas show at Thursford. I
was amazed at the variety of music, comedy and drama, plus we
also fitted in a visit to the lifeboat station at Cromer. This was to
be the start of many coach trips Viv and I enjoyed together. One
of Viv’s favourites was a trip to Buckingham Palace where we
saw the Banqueting Hall set out with shiny silver, glass and
china. We were told how the food was prepared below and
brought up to the dining room in specially heated containers to
keep it piping hot for the guests. Viv enjoyed walking in the
carpeted corridors looking at the portraits on the walls and
wishing she could sit on one of the thrones.
Other trips followed; Venice, Lake Garda, Verona and the
Dolomites - luckily I managed to keep Viv out of the shops in
Milan! Back in the UK we also enjoyed visits to Northumberland,
Newquay and Tenby.
The house next door to Viv was occupied for a short time by
Tessa Sanderson, an Olympic Medal winner. Viv enjoyed hearing
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all about her travels and competitions and was proud to look after
Tessa’s medals when she went away to compete in the Olympics
and other iconic sporting events.
I would like to thank all the people who helped Viv in her long and
busy life, particularly her family who cared for her in the last few
years and also her neighbours and many church friends.
We thank God for Viv’s life and cherish our happy memories.
Jean Todd
GOING TO CHURCH IN CHICAGO
When I heard Al Sharpton and Jesse Jackson were guest
preachers at a nearby church, I decided to go there and check
them out in person.
As soon as I sat down, Reverend Sharpton came over to me. I
don't know why, maybe it was because I was the only white
person in the church? He laid his hands on my shoulder and said:
" By the will of Jesus the Lord Almighty, and the will of God, you
will walk today." I told him I was not paralyzed.
Then Jesse Jackson came by and said: " By the Grace of God,
and his Son Jesus, the Lord Almighty, you will walk today." Again,
I said that there is nothing wrong with me.
After the sermon I stepped outside and lo and behold they were
right...
My car was gone.
With thanks to Gerry Leake
Tact is the knack of making a point without making an enemy.
Isaac Newton
It takes too much energy to be against something unless it's really
important. Madeleine L'Engle
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LIDGETT PARK LADIES' GROUP
Meeting on Fridays once a month at 10.30 am in the Community
Hall. Refreshments and good company provided, donations
welcomed.
Friday 25th March. This is now re- scheduled as 'Flower
Arranging' by Doreen Aldridge, one of our Church members.
All ladies welcome.
Lynne and Anne

FROM SHADWELL CAFÉ:
This is a reminder that Shadwell Methodist Church will be
providing its usual selection of delicious cakes, scones on the
second Tuesday and the fourth Saturday in the month to avoid a
clash with the Lidgett coffee morning. We hope you will try and
support both.

Dance for Parkinson's | Northern Ballet -

Starting at
Lidgett Park Church from the 12 January on Wednesday
afternoons - 1.45 to 3.45pm.
Are you or a loved one living with Parkinson’s and want to improve
your balance, flexibility and strength? Northern Ballet’s dance
classes provide an exciting opportunity to work with our expert
teachers, accompanied by live music.
northernballet.com
The classes are now live to book and this is the link to the webpage
with more information.
https://northernballet.com/dance-for-parkinsons
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